**Special (hidden) items in Phantom of the Universe**

Sometimes called “Easter Eggs”, because one has to hunt for them. This can be a “contest” for audiences. Perhaps one can tell the audience one of them in advance (perhaps the DeLorean car), and afterwards ask them what else they have noticed.

**In the office:**
- Angels and Demons antimatter traps in a box. On it is written "To: Vatican City"
- Nobel medal in a box
- Leon Lederman's book "The God Particle".
- Executive Producer, Michael Barnett’s book: The Charm of Strange Quarks
- Journal with Higgs discovery papers
- The Particle Data Book
- Poster of Fundamental Particles and Interactionss
- A main computer brand. Looks like an iMac but it's an iBeria. A pineapple instead of an Apple. A reference to where the artwork was made.

**CERN Entrance:**
- The DeLorean from "Back to the Future" entering the premises

**CERN Tunnel:**
- The French-Swiss border with a border hut (booth)
- French and Swiss flags
- The famous (to physicists) Penguin Plot as a graffiti and Linux graffiti

**In Space:**
- The Death Star visible while leaving the Bullet Cluster
- The monolith from "2001: A Space Odyssey" on the moon
- The American Flag on the moon

…and more